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Market backdrop
Interest rates steepened sharply across all regions during the first week of January. In the US, the latest Fed policy
meeting minutes, published on Wednesday evening, implied an earlier than expected base rate hike and balance sheet
reduction, given the persistence of inflationary pressures and the dynamic jobs market. The jobs report published on
Friday appeared to confirm this trend. 10Y T-Note yields increased by 25bps over the week, closing at 1.76%,
exceeding the highs recorded in April 2021, as the 2 to 10-year segment of the rate curve steepened. Bond yields also rose
further across the entire Eurozone, apart from Greece, as investors anticipated a reduction in net repurchases by the ECB
in 2022 with the winding-down of the pandemic emergency purchase program (PEPP) in March. 10Y Bund yields
steepened by 14bps to -0.05%, also hitting new highs since mid-2019.
Primary market issues and the rate-hike environment had a limited impact on financial bond spreads however, with tier-2
IG bank debt tightening by 2bps and AT1 widening by 2bps.
As expected, the primary market was highly active with €23 billion issued among financials across all capital
structure segments during the first week of 2022, representing an increase of 48% vs 2021 according to Bloomberg data.
New issues were concentrated in senior debt (including BNP, BPCE and Rabobank RCI) although three AT1 deals
were denominated in USD with Crédit Agricole and BNP raising $1.25bn and UBS $1.5bn. Other significant tier-2
issues during the week included AXA (€), Deutsche Bank ($) and Standard Chartered ($).
Lloyds announced mandatory calls on four legacy debt instruments, three of which are covered by a make-whole
clause included in their prospectus, totaling £736m and $1.86bn. The German bank Dekabank announced a redemption
tender offer for its AT1 6% issue. In the M&A market, the SocGen subsidiary ALD launched a €4.9bn bid for
Leaseplan, paying 2bn in cash (including 1.3bn from a rights issue underwritten by SocGen) and the balance in shares.
Leaseplan shareholders will receive a 30.75% stake in the new ALD after the deal, with SocGen owning 53%. The new
entity will request ECB supervision and will therefore be able to issue tier-2 and AT1 debt to meet its capital
requirements.
Corporate investment grade credit margins tightened in the senior segment (-3bps) and among hybrid debt (3bps) as benchmark sovereign bond yields steepened and the primary market resumed.
Although 2022 got off to a calm start, with a UK public holiday on Monday and the Epiphany vacation in Europe on
Thursday, and as investors reassessed the market after the Christmas break, flows began to pick up throughout the week.
The ECB continued intervening and spreads benefitted from further support. Spreads among IG segments closed the
week in the +3 to -5bps range. With the health crisis abating slightly, as the Omicron variant appears to be less worrying,
the transport sector outperformed significantly, particularly the airline companies EasyJet and Ryanair. The
automotive sector was also bullish with spreads tightening by 5bps on average, while the chemicals sector, TMTs
and utilities widened by 2bps on average and retail by 3bps.
Newsflow this week focused on monetary policy decisions as usual, but also on the potential acquisition of Carrefour by
Auchan (ELO) and the heightened likelihood of private equity involvement. Uncertainty over the weight of debt financing
for the deal triggered market fears that ELO’s IG rating could be jeopardized. Following the announcement, Carrefour
and ELO debt came under heavy pressure, trading at +25/+45bps and +40/+60bps respectively.
The primary market resumed this week. €4bn was raised by Toyota, DLR, RTE Green and RCI during the week in
new issues, pitched at low or zero premiums, given the strong investor appetite for fresh debt at the start of the year. The
market still appears to be awash with liquidity, as reflected in the size of the book-building orders, with uptake
covering issuance by almost four times on average.
Euro IG saw strongly positive inflow during the week (€805m), led by short duration funds (+€440m), IG (+€202m) and
ETFs (+€163m) according to JPM.
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It has been a highly constructive start to the year in the high yield segment, driven by keen investor appetite as
portfolios appear to have cash weightings of between 5 and 10%. Spreads narrowed by 12bps, led by lower-rated debt
securities as interest rates continued to edge higher.
The primary market has got off to a snappy start, with a €750m issue from the Dutch telecom operator Ziggo, the jointventure between Vodafone and Liberty Global. The new issue, yielding 3.5% and maturing in 2032, is rated B+ and has
been launched to refinance an existing bond maturing in 2027, i.e. in 5 years’ time! Even though some high yield issuers
are known for announcing early redemptions long before their maturity dates, a refinancing deal 5 years ahead of schedule
is extremely rare and demonstrates the company’s desire to lock in low interest rates. We can therefore assume that the
primary market is likely to be highly active over the next few weeks.
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Important Information
The information provided is not intended to constitute investment advice and is for information purposes only. Data used in this
paper is used in good faith but no reliance may be placed on it. All data contained herein is sourced by Lazard unless otherwise
noted.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as
rise and you may not get back the amount you invested.
FOR FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY.
Fixed income: Yields from bonds reflect in part the risk rating of the bond issuer. Investment in lower rated bonds increases the
risk of default on repayment and the risk to capital of the portfolio. High yielding assets may carry a greater risk of capital values
falling or have limited prospects of capital growth or recovery. Investment in high yield securities involves a high degree of risk to
both capital and income. Yields from bonds reflect in part the risk rating of the bond issuer. Investment in lower rated bonds
increases the risk of default on repayment and the risk to capital of the portfolio.
S&P Credit Ratings: This may contain information obtained from third parties, including ratings from credit ratings agencies such
as Standard & Poor’s. Reproduction and distribution of third party content in any form is prohibited except with the prior written
permission of the related third party. Third party content providers do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or
availability of any information, including ratings, and are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise),
regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such content. Third party content providers give no express or
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party content providers shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or
consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs or losses caused
by negligence) in connection with any use of their content including ratings. Credit ratings are statements of opinions and are not
statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not address the suitability of securities or the
suitability of securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as investment advice.
United Kingdom, Finland, Ireland, Denmark, Norway and Sweden: The information is approved, on behalf of Lazard Fund
Managers (Ireland) Limited, by Lazard Asset Management Limited, 50 Stratton Street, London W1J 8LL. Incorporated in England
and Wales, registered number 525667. Lazard Asset Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority.
Germany and Austria: Lazard Asset Management (Deutschland) GmbH, Neue Mainzer Strasse 75, 60311 Frankfurt am Main is
authorized and regulated in Germany by the BaFin.
Belgium and Luxembourg: This information is provided by the Belgian Branch of Lazard Fund Managers Ireland Limited, at
Blue Tower Louise, Avenue Louise 326, Brussels, 1050 Belgium.
France: This information is provided by Lazard Frères Gestion SAS , 25, rue de Courcelles 75 008 Paris.
Italy: This information is provided by the Italian branch of Lazard Asset Management (Deutschland) GmbH. Lazard Asset
Management (Deutschland) GmbH Milano Office, Via Dell'Orso 2 - 20121 Milan is authorized and regulated in Germany by the
BaFin.

Netherlands: This information is provided by the Dutch Branch of Lazard Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, which is registered
in the Dutch register held with the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (Autoriteit Financiële Markten).
Spain and Portugal: This information is provided by the Spanish Branch of Lazard Fund Managers Ireland Limited, at Paseo de la
Castellana 140, Piso 100, Letra E, 28046 Madrid and registered with the National Securities Market Commission (Comisión
Nacional del Mercado de Valores or CNMV) under registration number 18.
Andorra: For Andorran licensed financial entities only. This information is provided by the Spanish Branch of Lazard Fund
Managers Ireland Limited, at Paseo de la Castellana 140, Piso 100, Letra E, 28046 Madrid and registered with the National
Securities Market Commission (Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores or CNMV) under registration number 18. This
information is approved by Lazard Asset Management Limited (LAML). LAML is not regulated or authorised by or registered in
the official registers of the Andorran regulator (AFA).
Switzerland: Lazard Asset Management Schweiz AG, Usteristraße 9, CH-8001 Zurich.
The information provided herein should not be considered a recommendation or solicitation to purchase, retain or sell any
particular security. It should also not be assumed that any investment in these securities was or will be profitable.
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